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16:00:00
-16:12:22

A German Banana Plantation In Cameroon
(S) Germany: Landers 4
banana plants, old tractor pumping water, natives channeling water
amongst plants, line of natives walking past, cutting and carrying
bananas, stacking on rail car, covering bananas with leaves, unloading
rail car into big shed, carrying bananas on head, peeling bananas,
placing on trays and dehydrating, packing dehydrated bananas in boxes,
stacking boxes on rail cars, miniature steam engine pulling rail cars,
LS mini train going over high rail bridge, train arriving at wharf, loading
bananas on boat by hand, CU Swastika, boat down river, boat unloading
in Hamburg, name of company on wall

16:12:26
-16:23:29

German Agriculture In Cameroon
(S) Germany: Landers 4
LS jungle, natives walking through jungle and over crude bridge,
natives clearing jungle, chopping huge trees, native giving water out
of log to white man, natives with cocoa, tapping rubber trees,
climbing palm trees, unloading small train, collecting sap, natives with
pails on heads dumping sap into vats, adding chemicals, putting plates
into vats, pulling raw rubber from plates, putting through press, packing
into boxes, cutting bananas, carrying on head to train, German ship
being loaded, two black men with oxen plowing, natives hoeing
vegetables, white man going into powerhouse, black men operating
machines, PAN of houses along river, lady playing with dogs,
interior of house

16:23:54
6
-16:35:13

cheese making -

16:35:32
6
-16:47:50

saw making -

(S) Germany: Landers

cows in field, workers pouring milk into pails and weighing, filling
cheese molds, pouring into giant tub, building fire under tub and stirring
with long rake, belt-driven stirrer in tub, using cheesecloth to remove
curds, using hands to squeeze bag with curds into mold, removing cheese
wheel from mold, trimming, stenciling numbers on cheese, waxing, aging
house, core sampling

cutting blanks, heating, oiling, cutting teeth into blade, hammering on
blades, setting teeth, filing teeth, first with long saw then with circular

(S) Germany: Landers
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saw
1G07 -216:47:56
-16:59:08

misc. manufacturing (S) Germany: Landers 6
textile spinning, weaving, dyeing, printing with machines and
wood blocks, sand mining with small steam train, using sand for
molding gears, fruit orchard, Red Cross workers using stretcher,
trapping and netting fish, fishing with long poles, gill netting, old
castle courtyard, gaggle of geese in pond, shoeing horse, draft horses
in pasture, decorated small boats in procession, parade through streets,
wirte brewery, trucks through gate, brew masters at work, loading barrels
with beer, old man weaving with machine, ladies caning chairs, horse
powered water pump

